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the monster hunter portable 2nd g (kor) will be released on september 29, 2018 for
nintendo 3ds. the game will include the following new features: the monster hunter

universe receives a fundamental graphical overhaul, with each location now presented in
the game in 3d. the series also comes with improved effects, new character models and a
fleshed-out menu system. the game is now able to be played with a second player, and
local co-op for up to four players. all new abilities have been added to the game. these

include a new skill tree, which allows players to customize their characters and skills; and
the ability to customise armor items. the first job classes of the series are also included.
the hunters will now be able to equip new weapons, which include the new sword hunter

and lance hunter. each weapon will also be able to be customised, for example with
different designs, and with a special ability. the game will be released for the first time in
japan with the english language option, which will allow players to select from the local or
english audio option. satellite maps of the locations featured in the game will be available
to players. ollietaro dq8 is so great and looks very impressive. i'm not into 3d but it seems
monster hunter is very much about 3d. this plus i love the artwork and the characters are
so cool. i think the monster hunter games are the only ones i can name that really pull off

the 3d effect for me. i'm super excited for this game. hopefully the 3ds is still in stock
when it comes out!
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